Zone outfitting Adjustment Instructions

Congratulations on choosing Zone outfitting. These instructions contain information for optimizing the fit and comfort of your kayaks outfitting. Your new Zone outfitting had been designed to provide the optimum in comfort and performance. With intuitive adjustment options and strategic soft padding solutions you can tailor your seating system to cradle your body for efficient comfortable paddling.

Adjustment:

1. Backrest angle
Placed directly at your fingertips the backrest angle can be pitched forward or back by adjusting the ratchet buckle along its traveler (Fig 1). To increase upright posture simply click the yellow lever forwards (Fig 2). To recline the backrest and relax posture depress the tip of the yellow lever (Fig 3). The backrest angle is set for optimum paddling efficiency upon leaving the factory. Should you require further adjustment this can be achieved by increasing or decreasing the tension of the webbing using the adjustable slide lock buckle. (Fig 4).

2. Backrest height
The height of the seat back can be raised or lowered to alter your body posture and best fit the contour of your back. To adjust the backrest upwards simply grasp any section of the backrest or pad and slide upwards. To lower the back rest, using either hand by reaching on either side of the backrest simply pinch the yellow adjustment lever between thumb and fore finger and rotate it forwards and down. (Fig: 5)

Any questions please contact:
Confluence Watersports Customer Service – 800 595 2925